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Talent, opportunity and fearlessness create

W

hat could you
achieve if you
weren’t afraid to
fail?
Anderson native Phil Pickens
could tell you a lot about that. To
achieve his goal of a life in music,
he used
his natural
talent, the
opportunities provided by his
community,
and a lot of
hard work
Kim von Keller
to become
a member
of one of America’s leading opera
companies. But at pivotal auditions along the way, he tossed
aside any fear of disappointment
and simply gave the best performances possible, yielding outcomes he couldn’t have imagined
as a boy who grew up singing in
church choirs and community
theater.

a life in

song

A MUSICAL FAMILY

and vocalist with many Upstate
bands. “He’s fantastic!” Phil says
proudly. And while their father,
Walker Pickens, worked in marketing for Duke Power Company,
he was best known in Anderson
as a singer. He led church choirs,
formed his own barbershop quartet, and sang with a radio show
gospel group; Phil’s birth mother,
Bertie Helen Elrod Pickens, was
part the group as well. Sadly, she
died of a brain tumor when Phil
was a toddler and Tim was only
13 days old. The following year,
their dad married Alma Lorraine
Parker. “’Mom’ was a godsend for

Phil’s younger brother, Tim
Pickens, has been a drummer

SEE LIFE ON PAGE 4

for Anderson
native
Phil Pickens
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Colorectal screening

Spring forward to good health
BY DEB TUCKER
Spring has officially begun! It’s time to get
out into your garden,
work on your golf game,
and watch the kids and
grandkids play baseball
and other spring sports.
And you don’t want to
be slowed down by a
medical condition that
could have been prevented if found early.
According to the
U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force, colorectal
cancer is the third
leading cause of cancer
death for both men and
women. Although colorectal cancer is most
frequently diagnosed among persons aged 65
to 74 years old, about 10% of new colorectal
cancer cases occur in people younger than 50,
and that percentage is growing.
The medical team at AnMed Health can’t
emphasize enough the importance of regular
screenings. Primary care providers, such as Dr.
Laurie Rousseau of AnMed Health Pendleton
Family Medicine, want patients to understand
that colorectal cancer has a 90 percent survival
rate if discovered before it spreads outside the
colon or rectum. “It all starts with having an
established relationship with a primary care
provider who knows your health history,” Dr.
Rousseau says.
Dr. Rousseau says giving patients the best
chance at a healthy life is personal for her
because her mother passed away from cancer
at a young age.
“I want everyone to know that in early
stages colon cancer does not have symptoms.
So ‘feeling fine’ is no reason to delay screening,”
she said. “The first step in preventing colon
cancer is to have an established relationship
with a primary care provider who knows you
very well due to regular check-ups and who
will make recommendations based on your
health history and current status.”
Lee Boggs of Anderson received his first
colonoscopy when he was 50 years old. He
said he wished he would have talked to his
doctor sooner, knowing what all he knows
now.
“My granny had colon cancer in her 50s.
She survived it, but not without major surgery and a long recovery,” he explained. “I now
know that I should have been more aware
of my family history and talked to a doctor
about it and I likely would have been screened
in my forties.”
During his colonoscopy, it was discovered
that he had a flat polyp, which can be more

difficult to remove and has a greater risk of
leading to cancer. The polyp had to be biopsied, tested, removed and
tested again.
“My doctor told me
I was very lucky that the
polyp was benign,” he said.
“Due to the size, shape and
location of it, it required an
advanced procedure, and
there was a good chance
that I could have had cancer. He told me it would
have been a life changer. I
feel very fortunate that I
had a wife pushing me to
go, an excellent medical
team, and a lot of people
praying for me.”

“I want everyone
to know that in
early stages color
cancer does not
have symptoms.
So ‘feeling fine’ is
no reason to delay
screening.”
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Questions?

Dr. Rousseau recommends that
you talk with your primary care
provider about when you should
be screened. If you need help
finding a primary care provider,
please call Wellness Connect at
864.512.3748, or visit AnMedHealth.org/Doctors.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
our family,” Phil says. “She was so loving and
supportive.”
Phil traces his love of music to his early
childhood. “When I was five, my parents took
me to see ‘The Sound of Music.’ I instantly fell
in love with the movie AND Julie Andrews!
‘My Favorite Things’ and ‘Do, a Deer,’ were the
first songs I ever wanted to learn. My dad also
introduced me to church music, jazz, musical
theater, and classical music. Whenever there
was a family get-together, there was always
singing. One person would start a song, and
by the time they got to the fourth note, everyone else had their harmony picked out and
joined in. Those were glorious moments in
my life.”
Phil was nurtured by Anderson’s arts community as well. His earliest performances were
on the stage of the Anderson Community
Theater, under the direction of William
Splawn. “When I was in the second grade,
my parents asked if I wanted to be in ‘The
Sound of Music,’ I, of course, said yes! After
auditioning, I was cast as Kurt, the youngest
Von Trapp son. I was so small, they had to
change the order of the children: Marta, who
is supposed to be younger than Kurt, was
made to be older. Gretel was still the youngest
character, but the girl who played her towered over me! Three years later, my dad was
auditioning for a part in the Burt Lancaster
film, ‘The Midnight Man,” which was filmed
in Anderson. My mom and I walked into
ACT, where the auditions were being held,
and someone handed some dialogue to read.
I thought I was auditioning for the movie,
too, but I was actually auditioning for the
ACT’s production of ‘The Music Man.’ After
singing ‘My Favorite Things,’ I landed the role
of Winthrop Paroo, and through this whole
happy accident, I became hooked on theater. I
rounded out my elementary school years with
what was probably my most favorite project,
playing the Artful Dodger in the musical
‘Oliver!’”
Another musical outlet for Phil was the
youth choir program at First Presbyterian
Church. “I did a LOT of singing there, and I
will always appreciate the support that church
community gave me when I was a teenager. In
fact, the biggest supportive influences of my
life were Bill Spawn at ACT and Bill Kutz,
director of music at First Presbyterian. Both
men treated me like a professional actor and
musician, and I’ll always be indebted to them.”
A DISCOVERY

Phil’s college education began in his
hometown. As a student at Anderson
College, now Anderson University, he was
introduced to new form of vocal performance
when Professor Bill Bridges took a group of
students to see a touring company perform
Mozart’s “The Marriage of Figaro.”
“It was glorious!” Phil says. “Unlike a
musical, which involves the story moving
along through spoken dialogue interspersed
4

with music, every moment of the opera was
sung. The comedic story moved along brilliantly, and the music was absolutely amazing! Professor Bridges’ love of music was
infectious. He and his wife, Professor Anita
Bridges, shared a passion for the arts that was
truly inspirational.”
Phil’s experiences at the University of
South Carolina built on his experiences at
AC. “By the time I got to USC, I thought I’d
died and gone to heaven because I was totally immersed in the arts. I was like a sponge
taking in as much as I could. Because of my
wonderful professors and like-minded friends,
I can honestly say those were some of the best
years of my life.” After receiving his undergraduate degree in vocal performance from
USC, he received his master’s degree from
Florida State University, also in vocal performance.
A SERIES OF FORTUNATE EVENTS

Phil’s professional life started in Chicago
when he went to visit a friend. “She picked me
up from the airport on her way to an audition
in the city. In that instant, I decided I would
audition, too, and wonder of wonders, they
ended up casting me. So I hurriedly moved to
Chicago to find decent work while I rehearsed
the show, which paid $8 a performance. I was
fearless back then!”
After that first show, he immediately found
work in Chicago’s major dinner theaters.
“Music directors loved me because I could
sight-read music, I understood musical terminology, and I learned my parts quickly. I did
a lot of ensemble work because I could beef
up the sound of a men’s chorus, and understudy work because I was reliable. Soon, I
started getting cast in lead roles from musical
theater classics, like Charlie Dahlrymple in
‘Brigadoon’ and Freddie Eynsford Hill in ‘My
Fair Lady.’ My life then turned again after the
happy accident of getting cast in America’s
longest running NON-musical.”
As a performer, Phil was interested in
trying his talents in a straight, or nonmusical,
show, but his reputation as a vocalist meant
that he was often overlooked at those auditions. Feeling he had nothing to lose, he decided to audition for a part in the interactive
comedy “Shear Madness,” which is set in a hair
salon and has been playing at theaters across
the country since 1987. That fearlessness paid
off when he won the role of Tony Whitcomb.
“I did ‘Shear Madness’ for a year,’ he says, ‘and
it really challenged my improvisational skills.”
While his time in Chicago was exciting,
it was a trip to San Francisco in 2004 that
would ultimately change Phil’s life. “I wanted
to go on a vacation,” he says, “and I realized
that if I was auditioning for something, I
could take it as a tax write-off. So I decided to
audition for the San Francisco Opera.”
While there are many opera companies in
the United States, the San Francisco Opera
is one of only three with the resources and
budget to employ a full-time crew, full-time
professional orchestra, and a full-time chorus
made up of professional vocalists. In essence,
members of the SFO have full-time positions… which they almost never leave.
“I didn’t think I had any hope of being
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offered a position,” Phil says, “so I went in with
absolutely no fear. Afterwards, the chorus
maestro wanted to speak to me, and several people complimented my performance.
I laughed and said, ‘Well, nobody gives up
these jobs.’ The chorus manager happened to
be standing behind me and said that actually, there were openings in the tenor section.
When I returned to Chicago, I received a
phone call, offering me a job. I was so surprised and excited that my first reaction was,
‘I’m going to be moving to California. They
grow avocadoes in California. I LOVE avocadoes!”
Phil would soon learn that avocadoes
paled in comparison to appearing on the
stage of the San Francisco Opera’s home,
the War Memorial Opera House. His first
performance was in “La Boheme,” the story
of Bohemian life in 1830s Paris. “What I
remember most about
that production in
particular was the
technical wizardry of
the opera company,” he
says. At a certain point
in the show, a female
colleague and I would
walk into a doorway
and stop. Suddenly,
within a span of seconds, the ENTIRE
stage would change
around us; what was
once the outside of a
restaurant suddenly
became the inside as
we stepped through.
The audience always
gasped and applauded.”
His career with
the San Francisco
Opera has been filled
with such exhilarating
moments. “I always
love performing
Mozart because when
I do, I feel as though
I’m a part of living art.
I think he’s as great
an artistic figure with
music as Shakespeare
was with the spoken
word or Michelangelo
was with the paint
brush. I also love when
my company schedules
the huge, challenging
operas that generally cannot be produced by
smaller opera houses. My favorite so far would
have to be Boito’s ‘Mefestofele.’ The story,
taken from Goethe’s Faust, has scenes that
take place in Heaven, in Hell, in the past, and
in the present. The opening prologue, written
for a massive chorus and children’s chorus, has
some of the most sublime music ever written.
And I am particularly looking forward to
this year’s fall season. We will be performing Francis Poulenc’s opera ‘Dialogue of the
Carmelites.’ It’s a 20th-century masterpiece of
theater that has a very shocking and haunting
final scene.”
A career in the performing arts, however,

is not without its challenges, and for each of
Phil’s successful auditions, there were many
which resulted in nothing. Dealing with
rejection is one of the more difficult aspects
of a life in the performing arts. “During my
musical theater days in Chicago,” he says, “I
was pretty lucky in that I stayed fairly busy,
but I remember a number of people who gave
up because they couldn’t stand the rejection.
The greatest reward for my perseverance,
though, is that I have a permanent job in the
fine arts in this country; not Europe, but here
in the U.S. It still blows my mind! I live for
those incredible moments when I’m singing
with my SFO colleagues, the orchestra is
playing beautifully, and everything just meshes
together. There is nothing quite like hearing
the sound of a 95-person chorus bouncing
off the back walls of the opera house and
hitting you again during a musical pause. I’ve
also had the honor to
be in world-premiere
productions of operas
by contemporary composers such as Philip
Glass, Tobias Picker,
Jake Heggie, and John
Adams. In fact, I’ll be
performing in my third
John Adams world
premiere this coming
season, which is our
centennial. I’d like
everyone to learn more
about my company at
www.sfopera.com.”
It is not lost on Phil
that his job is one of
the rarest in the country. With only three
major American opera
companies paying their
members a full-time
rate, his peers across
the U.S. number fewer
than 200. “From a
young age, I knew
that I wanted to live
in a big city that was
a major cultural hub.
I wasn’t looking for
fame. I just wanted to
be able to live my life
working in the arts…
and I am. I couldn’t be
happier!”
That happiness is
something he wishes
for every young person with dreams similar to
his own, but he realizes that the success he has
achieved is due to more than serendipity.
“My best advice for young artists has
always been to learn as much as you can and
to study all aspects of music, not just voice lessons,” he says. “Take acting classes! Take dance
classes! You never know what will benefit you
later in life. Because my voice was one that
could easily go back and forth from classical
music to musical theater, my knowledge of
various musical styles greatly benefited me.
And for non-artists, please support the arts in
your community. You never know how wonderfully it can affect the life of a child!”

“I always love
performing
Mozart because
when I do, I feel
as though I’m a
part of living art.
I think he’s as
great an artistic
figure with music
as Shakespeare
was with the
spoken word or
Michelangelo
was with the
paint brush.”
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nderson has always
possessed the lion’s
share of strong and
capable mothers. Just
think back on the
ones who were in your neighborhood
growing up. They didn’t think twice
about handling their own children as
well as a few extra kids. Look at the
incredible schools Anderson has. They
are filled with students who excel, in
part because they have strong parents.
Today, many mothers that are raising
several children and also working full
time somehow manage a prize-winning balancing act. Here is a sampling
of how these notable mothers keep a
family and a career afloat.

Kinsley Belcher with her husband, Craig, and
children Asher, 8, Carson, 5, and Sadie, 4
KINSLEY BELCHER - MOTHER OF THREE WIFE - HAIR STYLIST

BRITTNEY GAMBLE - MOTHER OF
THREE - WIFE - PROJECT MANAGER
WITH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
FOR CITY OF ANDERSON

What are the three most important
things that you think are key in balancing work and family, especially with
three kids?
1. An equitable approach with my
husband. My husband - who is a full time
Pastor and easily works more hours than
me in a week - never makes me feel like
parenting and household duties are solely
my responsibility because I’m the mom.
We each have our own “areas” within
that framework, but it really keeps things
from falling through the cracks and in
return saves my sanity knowing that he is
my biggest help at home and supportive
of me professionally.
2. A supportive work family that
reinforces and reminds me to keep
my family first. It can be hard to take

CAROLINE ZION - WIFE MOTHER OF 4 - FIRST GRADE
TEACHER AT NORTH POINTE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

What are some things that are
necessary in scheduling two working parents and raising children?
1. Teamwork
Teamwork is essential when
you have 2 working parents. If both
parents give 110%, the gaps are
naturally filled in. We have four
boys in our family. My husband’s
work environment is more flexible
than mine. He has been so fortunate to work for employers that
understand family comes first. He
can take the boys to doctor appts
during the day, run errands, attend
events at school, etc. My workday
ends earlier than his, so I take care
of the boys’ needs after school.

seasons of chaos and seasons of rest
and if you can embrace them and find
joy in each season, you’re still on top!
Give yourself a break; some things will
fall apart and some things will fall right
into place.

Brittney Gamble with her husband,
Chad, and children Everly, 6, Rhett, 4,
and Wimberly, 5 months

those extra few sick days, leaving early
for appointments all the time, and just
doing what I have to do to be present...
but I’m lucky to work in a very family
friendly environment!
3. A relaxed interpretation of what
balance means! I often feel like my life
is just the opposite of balance. I think
balance is a mindset that there will be

2. Communication
We have “family meetings” in
our house at the beginning of each
month. We look at the calendar
and discuss any upcoming events
or activities. I like to write events
on a physical calendar, but my husband prefers a Google calendar.
During this “meeting”, we also
make sure we give the boys a chance
to share anything that may be on
their mind. You would be surprised
how much they do share. We like
to add in a devotion and get our
minds set on things above so that
we have the right perspective.
3. Help from Friends
Our closest family is 2 hours
away. We rely heavily on friends that
have truly become family. One of our
friends brings our middle schooler
home every day. She is like a second
mom to him at school and it is so

What is the most difficult thing
about balancing family, kids and work?
The most difficult thing for me
is wondering if I am doing the right
thing by my kids/our home by being a
working mom. Most of the time I am
confident that work makes me a better
mom, but I think it is something I fear
I will one day look back on with regret.
Do you have any tips for other working moms to achieve balance?
A good man, a good daily planner,
and a strong drink (iced coffee, obviously)! In my time off, I just like to
spend time at home or find a fun activity for a family date day.

What are the three most important things that
you think are key in balancing work and family?
Three things that I feel are most important
in order to balance family and work are not
sweating the small stuff, making sure work stays
at work and spending valuable time with your
family.
What is the most difficult thing about balancing family, kids and work?
The most difficult thing with this balancing
act is making time for myself. I truly believe that
you cant pour from an empty cup. So each day
I make it a priority to do something for myself.
It makes me a better wife, mother and business
woman.”
Do you have any tips for other working moms
to achieve balance?
My advice for those who want to balance
work and family is to put the important things
first and make the most of every moment every
day and of course, love your family.

Caroline Zion with her husband, Billy, and children William, 17, Luke,
14, Bennett, 10, and Henry, 9

comforting knowing she is there.
My husband went through
some serious health issues years
ago. I truly don’t know if we could
have survived without our friends.
They brought us dinner, kept our
children, and prayed over us. If there
was one piece of advice, I would give
to a new family, it would be to find
your people. We visited Concord

Baptist when we first moved to
Anderson 17 years ago. God truly
blessed us through Concord, and we
found our people there.
What is the most difficult
aspect of this balancing act?
The most difficult aspect is
keeping up with so many different
deadlines and schedules. We have

2 boys at North Pointe, one at
McCants and one at TL Hanna.
Keeping up with each schools’
exams, plays, fundraisers, plus
sports and church activities can
be overwhelming. I also have
my own classroom to keep up
with so that complicates things
even more. Even though we write
everything down on our calendars,
we have missed deadlines. Over
the years, I have learned that it is
going to happen, and life goes on.
What is your superpower?
I had to consult my sisters-inlaw on this one! Apparently, I am
very patient. When you have 4
boys and are an early childhood
teacher, patience is not an option.
I can deal with a lot of chaos,
although I am finding that my
patience is getting shorter with age.
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THINKING OF SPRING!

PERX CAR WASH
611 N McDuﬃe Street
(864) 226-7122 www.perxcarwash.com
MOTHERS DAY SPECIAL: USE COUPON CODE 1961 TO
RECEIVE 15% OFF ANY FULL SERVICE CAR WASH
(VALID MAY 2ND THROUGH MAY 7TH)

THE KITCHEN EMPORIUM & GIFTS LLC
418 N Main Street
(864) 225-2021 www.thekitchenemporium.net
JULIA KNIGHT FLOWER COLLECTION FOR MOM

Mother’s Day Gift Guide
DOLLARS WORTH
1520 E Greenville Street
(864) 437-8810 www.dollarsworth.net
SHOP WITH US FOR MOTHERS DAY

CHARLES FURNITURE
2836 S Main Street
(864) 225-7260 www.charles-furniture.com
HUNDREDS OF RECLINERS TO CHOOSE FROM FOR MOM
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DIAMONDS-N-GOLD DIRECT
3124 N Main Street
(864) 225-3320 www.diamonds-n-gold.com
“MAY” ALL HER DREAMS COME TRUE!

THE BEE HIVE GATHERING & GIFTS
510 N Main Street
(864) 540-8405 www.shopbeehive.co
JEWELRY BY JULIE VOS

CITY OF ANDERSON
Anderson, South Carolina
SHOP & DINE DOWNTOWN ANDERSON
FOR MOTHERS DAY

W.E. BLACK TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
2840 S Main Street
(864) 375-1899
www.weblackpestcontrol.wordpress.com
HAPPY MOTHERS DAY FROM W.E. BLACK & STAFF
IMAGES SALON & DAY SPA
2101 N Main Street
(864) 225-8355 www.imagesdayspa.com
GIVE MOM A DAY OF INDULGENCE
WITH AN IMAGES GIFT CARD

Join the color revival
with long-awaited
8-hour lipliner
and breezy washes of
transformative shadows.
MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
AND DAY SPA
501 N Main Street
(864) 224-3131
www.merlenorman.com
BECAUSE MOM DESERVES
THE VERY BEST

PROPP DRUGS
1529 N Fant Street
(864) 226-8383
www.proppdrugs.com
HANDBAGS FOR MOM

PHIL JEWELERS
116 North Main Street
226-7635

Like diamonds, a mother’s love is eternal. From
everlasting classics to modern trends, these diamond
earrings are something she will cherish for years to come.

CITY SEED AT THE STATION
520 N Murray Avenue
(864) 225-7511
www.cityseedatthestation.square.site
GIVE MOM THE GIFT OF GARDENING
the electric city news | April 28-May 11, 2022
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‘MAMA’
My Mother, Evonne (Lottie) Parnell, is the
“Worlds Best Mother”. I know, you think your
mom is the best, but mine has the coffee mug
and apron to prove it. My sisters and I called
her Mommy when we were little, but that
evolved into Mama later on.
My Mama is also the happiest person I
know. I asked her if she
ever woke up Grumpy?
She said, “Yes, but he
just turns over and goes
back to sleep.” I can’t
remember ever seeing
her boiling mad, but
I have seen her quite
steamed. She reared
Neal Parnell
three girls and one
exceptionally needy boy
with no “timeouts”, only a switch and the
threat of having a hissy-fit. A “switch” in case
you don’t know, is the young flexible limb of
a tree that is used to swiftly educate a child
about his or her wayward ways. Moms back
then knew that there were nerves on the
back of children’s legs that connected to the
“What’s Right and What’s Wrong” portion
of the brain, and when properly stimulated
would guide the child onto a lifetime
path of honesty and
integrity. I’m not sure
how many switches
Mama used on me, but
the trees in our yard
didn’t provide much
shade.
My Mama made sure
we had plenty to eat.
How do I know this?
Once at the table I asked
for another piece of
chicken and Mama said,
“ No Neal, you’ve had
Plenty”. As a child, I saw
my Mama give our dog a
Milk-bone dog biscuit. I
found that box and was
about to try one when
Mama snatched the doggie
treat from my hand and said, “ Those are for
the dog, don’t ever eat anything that has a
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INVITES YOU TO JOIN US FOR OUR

picture of an animal on the box or can”. To
this day I’ve never had Frosted Flakes, Fruit
Loops, or Tuna.
I remember scrambling all over the car
while Mama was driving;
that is until she’d had
enough and hooked my
belt through the armrest,
thereby inventing the first
seatbelt.
My Mama had to do
things that would have
today’s modern moms
checking themselves into
psychiatric wards. Cloth
diapers held on with safety
pins might not sound so bad
until they needed cleaning,
Mama did that. Did you
know that a pediatrician for
Pampers encouraged mothers
not to rush toilet training?…
Hmmm, you better believe I
was on the potty before I could walk,
Mama did that.
There were no video games or 24\7 cartoon networks to keep us occupied, Mama
did that. We didn’t have helmets and knee
pads when we rode our bikes, all we had were
Band-Aids, Mama did that.
When we tore a hole in our jeans or shirts
we didn’t get new ones, they were hand-sewn
back together, Mama did that. When our
clothes were dirty, they were put in the washer and hung outside on the clothes-line to dry,
Mama did that.
If our science project was due tomorrow
and we wanted to make a planetary model
with the sun in the center, Mama did that.
My sisters and I are decades older now and
when we are sad, frustrated, or feeling scared,
we know how to pray and seek God’s help.
Mama did that.
THANKS, MAMA
YOU’RE THE BEST
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THURSDAY, MA
Y 12
5:30 – 7:30 P.M.

A FAMILY-FRIENDLY OUTDOOR EVENT
Bring your own chairs or lawn blankets
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IVE MUSIC FR
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THE ELECTR
CITY BLUE

3461 N. Hwy 81 • Anderson, SC 29621
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NIBBLE & SIP

FROM THE SHELF

Daughter by

There are cocktails in those books

When I started this column, I introduced
Nibble and Sip as an easy way to get together
with friends on a Friday night: Shake up a
cocktail, whip up an easy appetizer, and hang
out for a couple of hours before people move
along to a real dinner.
But nibbles and sips aren’t just for Fridays.
A delicious drink and snack would be appreciated at a bridesmaid’s get-together, after a
As I’ve previously
stated, Ioram
a big procontentious
HOA meeting,
amongst
Little
ponent
of
reading
books
of
visiting
authors,
League parents. (But please, not before
the
especially
ones
thatLiquid
come to
the library.
A at an
game. Using
your
Courage
to yell
couple
years
ago
we
umpire will land you in jail or on YouTube.)
in afor
group
of
I think one of thebrought
best places
a nibble
authors
and
hobbyists
and sip is a book club. Adding food and drink
talk all things
steamto the mix makes theto
atmosphere
a little
more
(genremembers
of books,to
casual, and that may punk
encourage
art, cosplay,
even music).
offer their opinions more
freely. Long
considOne
of
those
authors
was
ered a woman’s domain, there are book
clubs
Kate
McLaughlin.
I
legit
for men too. In Marin County, California,
can attribute my return
there’Sara
s a club
Leadycalled, oddly enough, the Man
reading adult
fictionIn
Book Club that’s beentomeeting
since 2007.
entirely
to her
handing
Australia, there are Tough
Guy
Book
Clubs
me
copybeen
of It meeting
Takes One,
whichthe
was
about for
thatahave
around
country
to
comeaout
(written
under
the name
almost
decade.
There
are also
book Kate
clubs for
Kessler,
the
pen
name
for
her
adult
thrillers).
couples. If you enjoy a good story, find
a club
AfterorIstart
finished
English
degree, I borto join
one my
on your
own.
dered
onofREFUSING
to read
anything
One
the great things
about
servingthat
a
wasn’t
YA
or
Middle
Grade.
I
remember
the a
nibble and sip at a book club is that you have
day
aftertheme.
the event
sittingreading
in NoseDive
built-in
If you’re
Amor (great
Towles’
gluten
restaurant
Greenville
FYI), and
“Rules free
of Civility,”
theinstory
of a small-town
getting
FULLY
consumed
It Takes
One.
girl thrust
into New
York’sby
high
society,
you
As
a high
schooler
I had
and
could
set up
a Bubbly
Barloved
and thrillers
serve Roasted
criminal
type
books, but26,
I’d2019
neverediSmashedprofiler
Potatoes
(December
tion). If you’re reading Aravind Adiga’s “The
White Tiger,” the story of a young Indian boy’s
rise to wealth and power, serve Chai Blossoms
and Mumbai Sliders ( January 9, 2020 edition).
A popular book among women’s, men’s,
and couples’ book clubs is Fredrik Backman’s
“A Man Called Ove.” Ove is a grumpy, reclu-

sive Swede who rides roughshod over his
neighborhood association until a young family
moves next door. Set in
Sweden, it cries out for a
Swedish nibble and sip.
Toast Skagen are delicious little open-faced
shrimp sandwiches, and
to accompany them, an
returned to that genre easy and delicious cockuntil Kate got me
tail is the Kilsbergen
Kim von Keller
hooked.
Martini, which features
Kate recently released
a YA thriller
Swedish
vodka and the
under
her
steampunk/YA
Kate club
flavors of forest fruits. Youpen
andname
your book
McLaughlin
titled
Daughter.
I
was
beyond
will be shopping for Saabs in no time.
stoked when she told me about sending the
finalToast
manuscript
Skagento her publisher because it’s
YA6aaaaand
thriller, so forbread
me it’s like the best
slices ofa whole-grain
of both
worlds.
softened butter
Daughter
followsbaby
Scarlet,
a high school
1 pound cooked
shrimp
senior,
living
a
pretty
normal
life outside of her
3 T. mayonnaise
mother
being
crazy
overprotective.
Scarlet is
3 T. sour cream
looking
at film schools
and her future is the
1 T. chopped
fresh dill
epitome
of caviar,
bright (insert
some eerie foreboding
salmon
optional
music
like the
Jawsboth
theme),
one day
the
Lightly
spread
sidesuntil
of each
bread
FBI
up at herbutter.
door and
life is
literalslice shows
with softened
In aher
skillet
over
ly
turnedheat,
insidegrill
out.the bread slices until goldmedium
Turns
out,
part
of the
reason
thatand
Scarlet’
en on both sides. Set
aside
to cool,
slices
mom
is
SO
overprotective
is
that
Scarlet
each bread slice in half diagonally.
happens
to be the
only
daughter
infamous
In a mixing
bowl,
gently
stir theofshrimp,
serial
killer Jeffery
Robertand
Lake.
is dying
mayonnaise,
sour cream,
dill Lake
until combined.
of
cancer
more
names
Spoon
onand
top in
of exchange
the grilledfor
bread
halves
andand
top
locations
of his
victims,
he’s demanding
with salmon
caviar,
if desired.
Serves 12. to meet
his only daughter, who incidentally he origiKilsbergen Martini
1 ½ oz. Absolut Kurant
½ oz. crème de cassis
¼ oz. fresh lemon juice
Add all ingredients to a cocktail shaker and
fill with ice. Shake vigorously and strain into a
martini glass. Serves 1.

I’m headed on a couples’ trip to Nashville.
We’re going to see a show at The Ryman
Auditorium in a couple of weeks and I’m so
looking forward to it. Nashville is known for
music of course, but the fashion there is everything,
It leavesthe
mesalesman
bewildered,
As too.
I watched
pitchalready
the ninewondering
to pack.
inch garden gnome, I listened inwhat
awe and
wonI’m
naturally
somewhat
der as the familiar phrase was uttered from of
ahiscountry
at heart,
mouthgal
through
mybut
Ibig
need
the perfect
cowboy
screen
speakers,
“It’ll
boots
hatlife”.
to wear.
changeand
your
Could
thisI’ve
be discovered
true? Couldsome
a
incredible
“country
chic”
solar-powered
garden
fashion
recently,
and
gnome with
glowing
whether
you’re
traveling
L.E.D. red eyes actually
Kristine March
to
Nashville
or not,
change
my life?
He these
constyles
would
look great
tinued
to
astonish
me on
Neal Parnell
you anywhere, anytime.
These
boots were
made
with
the many
mystical
for walking, and yes, they’re
out of
of this
my price
attributes
can’t
range,
but they’re
stunningAccording
and wouldtolast
you
live without
elf wannabe.
this
aprofessor
lifetime. of
Fraulein
Boot
Company
is
top
notch
gnomeology, trespassers, burglars,
and they
delve such
into western
history.
even actually
garden pests
as rabbits,
squirAuthentic
and
vintage
styles be
that
will make
you
rels, snakes,
and
deer could
repelled
by the
swoon.
I’m obsessed
San Antonio
ever glowing
eyes of with
your their
new little
friend. But
Rose
boot. sIt’more.
s a buttery,
teal blue
color
wait, there’
This nine
inches
of with
techno-

white roses that go up your leg. Just darling.
Another great boot company I love is out
of Texas called Junk Gypsy. Their boots are
handmade and just breathtaking. The Spirit
Animal tall boots are everything and then
some.
more ainmotion-activatmy lane as
logicalThey’re
tenacityhonestly
also contains
far
as
price
range
is
concerned.
Finally,
this
ed night vision camera with built-in speakers,
cowgirl
needs
a
hat.
I’m
in
the
market
for
so that you, that is to say, the gnome, can a
great
fitted
onetothat’
comfortable.
Free
People
actually
speak
thesgarden
intruder
from
the
makes
a beautiful
one window.
called “The Cash” in all
safety of
your kitchen
black
of course.
How
choice
and cowgirl
posh
I was
beginning
to be
brainwashed
by the
is
that?selling
It comes
in while
a multitude
of colors
gnome
guru,
the flashing
text too,
at the
from
pink,
grey
and even
white.
Atleft.
eightybottom
of the
screen
said, only
500
Panic
eight
dollars,
can’t passthat
it up.
was setting
in you
as I realized
everyone but
Another
great
hat
company
I like
is plant
me would have this prized piece of
plastic
called
Country
Outfitter.
The
Idyllwind
style
protection. The pitchman became extremely
Women’
Mayberry
Western
hatfive
is amazing.
animateds as
he explained
that for
easy payIt
comes
with this little
silver chain
the would
graces
ments
of twenty-nine
ninety-nine,
a box
the
brim.
The
colordelivered
is rich and
will turn
arrive
at my
home,
freeyou
of charge
heads
sure.
These
main
accessories
withinfor
three
days.
Withtwo
credit
card
in hand, I
will
get
you
ready
to
boot,
scoot
boogie.to
logged on to the site, and just as I and
was about
So,
what
are
you
waiting
for?
Country
chic
purchase with one easy click, I came to my
sensnever
so good.
AsIalways,
remember
es, andlooked
suddenly
realized,
don’t have
a garden,
to
the sidewalk
your
kindness
andmake
the only
thing in my
liferunway,
that would
change
always
matters,
and yeehaw y’bank
all. account.
would be
my ever-decreasing

Kate McLaughlin

HOT HITS

Coronavirus forces
concert cancellations

nally named after his very first victim.
Scarlet’s mom is obviously against it,
wanting to protect her not only from
the monster, but also the likely media
frenzy when word gets out that his family has resurfaced.
When Lake was first busted for
his horrible crimes (think Ted Bundy
but
in necrophilia)
Scarlet’
s mom
By add
the time
you are reading
this
it is likely
stood
byhave
his side
hiscancellations,
innocence.
that
there
beenclaiming
even more
Naturally, the entirerestrictions,
world turned
andonallher
and even accused heraround
of being
in on it.
disappointWhile in court testifying,
s mom
ment Scarlet’
due to the
learns that the necklace
she
is
wearing
covid-19 virus. on
the stand (and severalIt’other
pieces that
s serious.
were gifts) actually came Locally
from a victim.
She
all events
quickly turns on him andattoarenas
get away
havefrom
death threats to her and her
she goes
beendaughter,
postponed.
into witness
Who knows if
Justinprotection.
Tyme
The choice is left up to
Scarlet,
and
natuthese
shows
will
ever
rally she chooses to engage
Lake andWith
do
getwith
rescheduled.
whatever
sheofcan
to gettickets
as many
names about
and
the price
concert
averaging
locations
as possible
before
to
$150 dollars
its fair
to sayLake
this succumbs
is a huge deal
his for
disease.
call it a game of ‘cat and mouse’
manyTo
Americans.
is an understatement.
a master
manipWhat was yourLake
first isconcert?
Mine
ulator
anVanilli,
absoluteYoung
monster.
goes in
wasand
Milli
MC,Scarlet
and Sweet
withSensation
her head at
held
andAuditorium
does her
thehigh
Warthough,
Memorial
bestintoRochester,
dance withNY.
himMy
andticket
give the
costfamilies
$22. I even
had great
seats! But
nowofita costs
$22 for
closure.
The tension
is sort
slow build
but
a beer
and a hot
dog., and
another
$22 to
it’s also
incredibly
intense,
so you’re
basically
parktothe
point
is today people plan
unable
putcar.
theMy
book
down.

YA thrillers can sometimes be hit and miss
for me because of the teen angst (as it should
be since the books are in fact for teens). I’ve
found though it’s usually on me to go in with
the right mindset and remember I’m reading
about a teen written for teens. Anytime I go
to write one of these reviews I always look up
other reviews just to see if I missed anything
(we
all read
stories
months
even
yearsdifferently).
in advanceSome
to goreviews
see a
were adults who struggled
with times
how ‘teen’
show. Many
they fly
Scarlet is, and it’s because
that
outofofthose
townreviews
to Miami
I’m making a point to remind
readers
that
or Vegas
with
theshe’s
17, so of course she’s going girls,
to read
less
or maybe
the brothmature (slash I’d like to see ers,
howor
anfor
adult
would
a romannavigate this type of curveball
I will All
say of
tictoo.)
weekend.
that most of Kate’s YA books
read
teen,
that
hasvery
come
to a
but Kate also mentors teen girls
and talks
grinding
halt. with
them a lot, so I’d argue we’re getting
a pretty
Locally
Jay Leno,
accurate depiction of teenThe
life. Zac Brown
Bottom line, I’m a big
fan ofand
Kate
whether
Band,
Adam
she’s writing as McLaughlin
or Kessler,
andtheir
this
Sandler had
to call of
thriller definitely
did
disappoint
avid
shows.
Innot
Atlanta
Taylorthis
Swift,
serial
killer
book reader.
you’re
to set
Kenny
Chesney,
GreenIF
Day
and unable
BTS won’t
aside
the YA nature
of Daughter,
I definitely
be performing
for fans.If
your first
concert
would
recommend
adult of
thrillers
thatkeep
are
has been
called offher
because
the virus
written
under
Both
theofAudrey
your chin
up.Kessler.
You saved
a lot
moneyHarte
and
and
series
are towasn't
die for,
pun
heyKillian
at leastDelaney
your first
concert
Milli
absolutely
intended.
I say your
this both
as an avid
Vanilli. Stay
safe. Wash
hands.
reader, and as someone who happens to know
Justin ITyme
HOT
98.1
the author.
mean,can
havebeI heard
steeredonyou
wrong
Saturdays
Sundays.
yet?
(Maybeand
don’t
answer that.)

Keeping it ‘country chic’
It’ll change your life
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The City of Anderson is excited
to present the year-long series
B.Y.O.B.:
Build Your Own Business
A program designed to
equip you with the information,
skills, and resources in order
to create a successful business
The third Thursday of every month
features topic experts who will
give you the tools to build
your business
All sessions are free!

O.
B. Y. B.

BuildYour
YourOwn
OwnBusiness
Business
Build
A year-long series to help you
Build Your Own Business from the ground up!

May 19th Human Resources: Build your crew
June 16th City Resources: Grab your toolbox
July 21st Funding: Kick-start your business
August 18th How to sell: Win the bid
September 15th Accounting: Pour concrete results
October 20th Business Plan Writing: It’s your blueprint

andersoncityeconomicdevelopment.
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“What do I need to know about Medicare enrollment,
AIR
LAYER
FOR
PLANTS
and which
Medicare
optionMORE
is best for me?”:
Part 6
THE GARDEN SHOP

Ask Fred
SUSAN
TEMPLE

master
gardener

Choose Your Medicare Option Wisely
Without
100%
of my
clients
Years
ago exception,
I decided to
try air
layering
desire an
inexpensive
covers
all
plants.
The
motivationplan
wasthat
to root
camellias
Medicare-related
copayments
provides
and
other shrubs that
are hardand
to root
from
coverage Also,
for dental
needs.slow
The
cuttings.
if youand
getvision
a generally
purpose plant
of thislike
article
is to evaluate
growing
camellias,
to root the
fromthree
basic Medicare
optionsage
andlive
detercuttings,
would coverage
one of a certain
long
mine which
provides
best combinaenough
to seeone
it grow
intothe
a beautiful
plant.
tion of
excellent
medical
coverage,
enhanced
This
coming
from
someone
who had
her 59th
benefits and
out-of-pocket
costs. good
birthday
last low
week.
A friend, obviously
To aid
in this
comparison,
enough
friend
to say
such, toldthe
mefollowing
her hus(5-year)
example
willmy
be first
used:59th birthday.
band
asked
was this
Example:
a 75-year
old watch
gentleI sent
word toMr.
himJones,
that he
just better
manmouth
suffersand
a mild
arrestmyatfirst
his home.
his
this cardiac
was indeed
59th
He is transported to the hospital where he
birthday!
remains
fiveintentions
days. Over
thego,
next
five years,
But asfor
best
often
supplies
Mr.airJones
additional
to
layerencounters
are still in the following
storage container.
medicalattempted.
costs:
Never
However, motivation came
Gastrointestinal
endoscopy
procedure
wafting
in on the evening
air from
Stonewall
(Outpatient)
Jackson
native azalea. The confederate series
20 physician visits (PCP = 10; Specialist
= 10)

azaleas are crosses between rhododendron
Colonoscopy
austrinum
and rhododendron x ‘Hotspur
Additional
two-day
hospital-stay
Yellow’
. Hotspur
was bred
in the UK in 1934.
** Note:
are many other
Then
how areThere
the confederate
seriesMedicarenative?
related all
costs
that
arebreeding
not included
in this
comMaybe
that
cross
to make
a new
parison.
plant? Too much to think
about when it
Option
really doesn’t matter I suppose.
And1:noOriginal
jokes
Medicare
A been
and
about breeding confederates!
I’ve (Part
already
B) +59th
Partbirthdays.
D
accused of having multiple
Stonewall Jackson azalea isHospitalization
true Clemson (2
admissions)
= $1,408
orange, beautiful every year,
smells wonderful
2 =be$2,816
and I want more. They xwill
fantastic mixed
Two azaleas
Outpatient
in with old fashioned Formosa
from
Grandmother Cooley’s.procedures = $600
(20% of
cost) x 2
Fred
R.Ph.
AirReid,
layering
seems simple.
It total
also seems
= $1,200
Senior
they
willInsurance
produce a larger
plant faster. Take a
Advisor
good
sized branch, at least Physician
as big as avisits
pencil,
of cost):
without blooms, scrape (20%
off some
of the bark,
Ten put
specialist
visits
remove any leaves in that part,
root tone
= $70
10 = $700
on
the xwounded
areas, and wrap damp sphagPCP
visits it.
= It
$40
x 10 =
$400
numTen
moss
around
doesn’t
need
to be a
Drugabout
Card:a hand
$40 (avg.
cost)
x 12 =to$480;
bunch,
full and
enough
cover
$480
x 5well.
yearsBut
= $2,400
the
area
don’t scrimp either because
Part
B premium:
12 x for
$144.60
there
needs
to be enough
plenty=of roots
$1,735.20;
$1,735.20
x 5 =wrap,
$8,676
to
grow. Wrap
it in plastic
tie the ends
Partwith
B deductible
$198
years
tightly
twist ties (annual):
or twine to
sealxin5 mois= $990
ture
from the moss. Some say to cover that
**Total Cost for Option 1 (over five years)
= $17,182

with tin foil too. Then you can take the tin foil
2: :toOriginal
Medicare
(Part Awithoff Option
and check
see if roots
are growing
and messing
B) + Part
(i.e.
Drug Plan)
+ Medicare
out
upDthe
sphagnum
moss.
Several
Supplement
PlanupF,into
G, N,
sites
also say (i.e.
to slice
theetc.)
stem enough
Assume
that Mr.
Original
to put
a toothpick
orJones
piece has
of hard
plastic into
Medicare
+ Drug
Coverage
+ Plan
the
sliced stem.
Then
put root
tone,Fwrap as
(Medicare
Supplement).
other
method
instructs. It was suggested this
costbetter
for Plan
F forwoody
a 75-year
old
wayAverage
may work
for less
stems.
male (non-tobacco)
$180 of
perweeks,
month.
$180
Supposedly
within a=couple
maybe
12 = $2,160;
$2,160
x5=
$10,800
ax month
depending
on the
type
of plant, roots
Drugstart
Card:
$40 (avg.
cost)
x 12 roots
= $480;
should
showing.
After
enough
have
$480 x simply
5 yearscut
= $2,400
grown,
the newly rooted part off
Part
premium:
12 Plant
x $144.60
=
from
theBmother
plant.
sphagnum
ball
$1,735.20;
$1,735.20 x 5 years = $8,676
and
all.
All other
Medicare-associated
costssince
are
Spring
is the
best time to air layer
coveredare
bybeginning
Plan F Supplement.
plants
to grow. Any time of
Cost forfine
Option
(over
5 years)
yearTotal
is probably
but it2may
take
longer=
if$21,876
the plant is not actively growing. Because
Option
Medicare
Plan my
(Part
of the
way I3:tend
plants,Advantage
or lack thereof,
C) –plants
whichwill
includes
Part up
A, Part
B and Part
new
be potted
for another
year
D (combined):
before
planting them in the ground. Then
Assume
that with
Mr. Jones
enrolls fertilizer
in a typical
I can
feed them
very diluted
Medicare
Advantage
Plan:
every month or so. A good website for general
Monthly is
Premium
cost = $0
information
gardeningknowhow.com.
When
Hospitalization:
researching
gardening stuff, this website comes
$320/day
x 5 days
= useful.
$1,600
up aAdmission
lot. I find 1:
them
easy to follow
and
$320/day
2 = $640facts on
OneAdmission
site I read 2:
while
doublexchecking

Physician visits: PCP: 10 x $0/visit = $0;
Specialist: 10 x $40/visit = $400
Part B premium: 12 x $144.60 =
$1,735.20; $1,735.20 x 5 years = $8,676
Outpatient Surgery: 2 x $250/procedure
= $500
Prescription Drug Plan: $0 (provided in
plan)
Additional benefits are also typically provided (i.e. Dental, Vision, Transportation,
Post-Hospital meals, and gym memberships)
Total Cost for Option 3 (over 5 years) =
$11,816
It is important to note that each Medicare
beneficiary must weigh the pros and cons of
each option and choose the plan that best
suits their healthcare needs. This comparison
is meant to demonstrate the vast difference in
out-of-pocket costs associated with different
Medicare options.
Part (7) ofAir
thislayering
series will
discuss a fourth
plants
Medicare coverage option that combines
thelayering
low- costwas
rich
benefits
Medicare
air
way
above of
mya head.
First, it
Advantage
plan with
the “peaceorofdicot.
mind”Then
gave
instructions
per monocot
financial
protection
of a supplemental
plan
F
used
language
like pre-imbibed
in water.
Huh?
or G.helpful hint though, which would not
One
have occurred to me, said to put the tin foil
Please
Reid
864-940-6113
shiny
sidecontact
out to Fred
reflect
theatheat.
I may have if
you
have
questions
or
need
assistance
done that without thought. But thisidentifying
comthe Medicare
plan thattobest
yourtin
healthplicated
site referred
thismeets
as using
foil
care needs.
I am
happy
to meet with
youfoil
in shiny
your
when
baking
a cake
– putting
the tin
homeup
at to
your
convenience.
pleaseAnother
connect
side
prevent
burningAlso,
the cake.
with methey
on Facebook
(search
forthat
“Fred
Reidreason
were using
words
don’t
mean
senior to
insurance
advisor”).
much
me. Baking?

FASHION TRENDS
THROUGH THE DECADES
Fashion has been around since the beginning of time. Some of the looks have been quite
horrendous and some have been quite spectacular. We’re going to go back as far as the twenties and name the most trendy popular looks
through the decades. It’s
super interesting to think
about. I have a fascination
for history and clothing,
so it’s fun to go back in
time and review what
women wore.
For starters, during
the
twenties, everything
Kristine March
the gals wore were
loose and drop-waisted.
Women were starting to feel more liberated
and it showed in their dresses, with a much
shorter hem line than before. Fringe and
sequins, feather fans and beaded bags were big
if you were going out for a fancy evening. Tstrap Mary Janes that were about two inches
tall in the heel, made it easy for the ladies to
do “The Charleston” in. Long beaded necklaces and headbands and flowers in the hair were
on trend in the twenties. It was a beautiful
unique look. Great Gatsby and Peaky Blinders
10

are completely on point if you want to visually
go back in time and get a feel for the era.
The fifties were all about the housewife
look. Women were made up daily. Perfect hair
and tea length skirts and heels were the look.
Rockabilly girls wore poodle skirts and saddle
shoes. And the pin-up ladies had pointy bras.
Cardigans and sheath dresses were fashionable
in that era. Every woman looked very ladylike
back then.
The seventies were all about peace and
love and polyester. Bell bottom frayed jeans,
platforms and long hair was the way to go.
Gouchos and midi skirts with a peasant blouse
were popular. Military surplus and tube tops
were super groovy for that time period.
The eighties and nineties were all about
big hair and bad jeans. Acid wash. Baggie and
oversized. Shoulder pads and blue eye shadow.
Not the best look. People lived it up and were
more care free. I would consider the style wild
and crazy with an ample amount of hair spray.
The two thousands are more relaxed and chic.
I think we’re definitely in the best style of any
decade thus far. What’s your favorite style?
Don’t forget to make the sidewalk your runway and kindness always matters.
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Writing utensil reflections
BY RICH OTTER
After they invented words, somebody
got clever and decided there had to be a way
of putting them in permanent form. That
required the painful art of spelling, a talent
some of us have never mastered. (Cordes
Seabrook often explained, “I never trusted anyone who could spell things only one way.”) It
also meant there had to be some way to make
a mark. Sure, you could scratch it on your cave
or rock wall but then you had a limited audience for your brilliant thoughts. Some clever
individual figured out a piece of lead could be
used on papyrus and off they went.
Louise Ayer Vandiver in her Traditions and
History of Anderson County explained that in
the early days in Anderson County there were
no pencils available for students and the older
boys made pencils by cutting cane off at the
joints and pouring melted lead into the hollow
center, sharpening it when it cooled.
But there was also the quill pen that
dipped in ink and provided a more prominent
and permanent mark. The world changer,
however, was the fountain pen. There was a
little pump on the side to fill the pen with ink
so you had a writing machine you could carry
around to sign checks.
But there was a problem with the ink pen.
What you had written was wet and could
easily smear. A blotter was needed. You just
pressed it upon the paper after writing, the
excess ink was absorbed and there was no
mess. That opened up a great advertising tool.
On one side of a blotter, if you were in business, you could put a display with your name
or that of your company as well as an inviting
picture. You then scattered your advertising
blotters in places where they could be seen
and used, such as on bank counters. All the
better, they were not only seen but often pocketed for use at home.
Pens became less messy by having a little
ink cartridge that could be installed when you
ran dry and you didn’t have to carry around an
ink bottle. There was still a problem for some
of us who can’t spell. How do you get rid of

the mistake your spouse spots? Along came
ink irradiator. It was somewhat smelly but
when it (finally) dried, and you wrote over the
error, it was a lot better than doing the whole
page over.
If you were a bigshot and had a fancy
office, you had a big blotter on your desk with
a rigid base underneath and nice leather corner pieces to hold it in place. Where did you
get those blotters, the same place you got the
ink - Fant’s Book Store, of course.
Marshall Fant recalled, “We bought ink
twice a year because it was shipped out of
Iowa or somewhere by train and you couldn’t
buy it in the winter because it would freeze.
We sold gallons, quarts, pints, four-ounce and
two-ounce bottles.”
Any good ink seller also had to carry blotters. “They were 18-by-24 inches. We didn’t
sell the small ones [they were given away by
advertisers], but we sold the big ones. They
were green or brown.” Sometimes a lady
would come in wanting a little blotter without
having to steal one off a bank counter and
Marshall said he would get a big one and cut
it into little pieces for her.
Marshall proclaimed they even carried
left-handed fountain pens. He cautioned that
you would never let anyone else use your pen.
“It was like a toothbrush. You would not lend
your toothbrush.”
The other thing that folks these days don’t
have the pleasure to enjoy is carbon paper.
That was used for making copies when you
were using a typewriter. (A typewriter was an
instrument that had a keyboard that looked
something like what you use with a computer.
You can probably see one at the Anderson
County Museum.)
A good piece of carbon paper could last
you for about 16 copies, but there was also
a little problem there. If you misspelled a
word you had to erase the word and very
carefully type it in the space vacated - if there
was appropriate room. Otherwise you either
ignored the error or typed it all over.
By gum, those were the good old days.

Spring 2022

AF TERNOON
AT THE

MOVIES
Anderson Symphony Orchestra

S U N D AY

M AY 1

3:00pm
Southwood Academy of Arts
Performing Arts Center

1110 Southwood Street, Anderson, SC

Tickets & Contact
ADULTS $15 STUDENTS $7
864-231-6147
Children under 12 FREE
GAMAC.ORG
Sponsored by: Irvin & Jorene Cauthen Donor Advised Fund, The Montessori School of Anderson, Kay & Harold Gilbert,
City of Anderson ATAX Funding, Lou & Robert Rainey
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Local financial
FINANCIAL FOCUS: Match your
advisor honored financial goals with the right strategies
for performance
To achieve most goals in life, you need
some type of strategy. And that’s certainly
true for your financial goals. Since you likely
have multiple financial goals, you may need
to pursue several different strategies – but
they all should follow a similar process.
What does this process entail? Here are
the basic steps:
• Fully define each goal. Like most people,
you probably have a goal of someday enjoying a comfortable retirement. But have you
defined what “comfortable retirement” means
to you? Do you plan to spend your retirement years traveling the world, or would you
rather stay close to home to be with family
members? Would you like to pursue your
hobbies? Open a small business? Think carefully about what this goal looks like.
• Identify the costs. Once you’ve identified a retirement vision, you need to put a
price tag on it. How much income will you
require? You don’t have to identify a figure
down to the penny, but you should be able
to come up with a pretty good estimate. A
surprising number of people never reach this
point – more than three-fourths of pre-retirees haven’t calculated how much they’ll need

Edward Jones Financial Advisor Shane
Hunt of Anderson, SC recently qualified for
the firm’s Managing Partner’s Conference,
which celebrates the contributions and achievements of the top 400 of the firm’s nearly
19,000 financial advisors. The conference will
be held in Scottsdale, Ariz. on April 26-27.
During the two-day conference, attendees
will have the opportunity to interact with and
learn from firm leaders, confer on timely topics and share best practices for serving clients.
“These financial advisors have demonstrated an exceptional level of care in helping
clients to set, prioritize and reach the financial
goals that make a difference in their lives.
We’re proud of the work they do and the
significant impact they make for their clients
and in their communities,” said Chuck Orban,
an Edward Jones principal responsible for the
firm’s recognition events. “As we move into our
second 100 years as a firm, we will continue to
focus on ways to live out our purpose: to partner for positive impact to improve the wellbeing of our clients and colleagues, and together,
better our communities and society.”
Edward Jones, a Fortune 500 company
headquartered in St. Louis, provides financial
services in the U.S. and, through its affiliate,
in Canada. Every aspect of the firm’s business,
from the investments its financial advisors
offer to the location of branch offices, caters to
individual investors and businesses. The firm’s
nearly 19,000 financial advisors serve more
than 7 million clients with a total of $1.8
trillion in assets under care. Visit edwardjones.com or the recruiting website at careers.
edwardjones.com. Member SIPC.

once they retire, according to Four Pillars of
the New Retirement, a study by Age Wave
and Edward Jones.
• Invest appropriately for each goal. Your
investment strategy should reflect your risk
tolerance and your goals. So, for example,
when you’re working toward a long-term
goal, such as retirement, you’re essentially
investing for growth, which means you’ll
accept the level of risk that always accompanies a growth strategy. But when you’re
investing for a shorter-term goal, such as
taking an international vacation in a few
years, you may be somewhat less concerned
with maximum growth and more focused on
making sure that a certain amount of money
is available when you need it. Consequently,
you might follow an investment strategy with
a lower degree of risk.
• Understand the potential trade-offs of your
financial strategy. Each of your goals may
have its own investment strategy, but you still
need to look at your goals holistically. So,
for instance, if you decide you need to ramp
up your investing for your child’s education,
will that affect your ability to put away the
amounts you’ve designated for retirement?

If so, do you have the flexibility to change
your retirement plans somewhat, perhaps by
working an extra year or so? Of course, this
might not be necessary, but it does illustrate
the potential impact one choice can have on
another.
• Track your progress. It’s important to
track the progress of your investments and
investment strategies, but you’ll want to be
careful about using market indexes as benchmarks. Your portfolio was designed for your
risk tolerance and goals, so comparing it to
an equity index (like the S&P 500) isn’t all
that relevant, or helpful. Instead, measure
your progress at least annually to determine
if you’re on track to achieve the goals your
strategy was designed to meet. When you
review your progress, you may also want to
determine if any changes in your family situation or your employment might affect your
investment strategies. A financial professional
can help you in this area.
Achieving your financial goals takes time,
effort and commitment. But by following the
most appropriate strategies for your situation, you’ve got a path that can help lead you
to success.

When it comes to
your to-do list, put
your future first.

LIEN NOTICE

To find out how to get your
financial goals on track,
contact us for a
complimentary review.

Pursuant to SC Statutory Law,
personal property from the
following unit will be sold on
May 12, 2022 at 10AM
at Speedy Storage to satisfy
a lien for storage rent.
Unit #47 – K. Callaham
Terms of sale: Cash Only
Bidders must sign in prior to sale
at www.storagetreasures.com.
Unit availability subject to prior
redemption by tenant.

864-260-0220
www.andersonscstorage.com

Financial Advisor

FAP-1966F-A

Stowaway & Speedy Storage
4350 Hwy 24
Anderson, SC 29626

Shane Hunt, AAMS®

edwardjones.com

Member SIPC

1508 N Fant St
Anderson, SC 29621
864-224-2955
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A glimmer of hope against Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s Disease. It’s often
called the long goodbye or a slow
decline into darkness. Singer
Lucinda Williams wrote her song
“If My Love Could Kill” about
her father’s
battle with
Alzheimer’s.
She later said,
in an interview, “The
thing about
Alzheimer’s is
that it is sort
Jim Harris
of like all these
little, small
deaths along the way before they
actually physically die.
Regardless of how we refer to
Alzheimer’s, it is a cruel and inhumane disease. One in three seniors
will die with Alzheimer’s or another
dementia. Six million Americans
have the disease today, and authorities project that 12.7 million will
have it by 2050. Just in the U.S., the
financial cost is over $321 billion
per year. The cost beyond financial
is much greater.

Currently, there is no cure
for Alzheimer’s disease, and
medications can only temporarily reduce the symptoms. There
are, however, glimmers of hope
on the horizon, and one of
those is now available in the
Anderson area.
Care Access, in a partnership with Eli Lilly, is entering
a phase three clinical trial for
a new drug. That trial is now
available to eligible residents of
the Anderson area. Potential
patients can receive a blood
test at absolutely no charge
to determine if they have the
presence of a specific biomarker
that is key to the trial.
Researchers have identified a
potential link between the existence
of the biomarker, a p-tau protein,
and Alzheimer’s. This trial evaluates
that link and its potential role in
treating the disease.
Care Access is the world’s
leading Decentralized Research
Organization. Holly Hoefer is the
Vice President and point person

for the trial. She says, “This protein
typically builds up in the brain over
time. The blood test will actually
detect this particular protein. Over
time, the assumption is it will continue to build up and lead to an
Alzheimer’s diagnosis, which is a
form of dementia.”
She continues, “The target of the
trial is to see how this new drug will
reduce the protein buildup in the

Mimosas
BRUNCH
FASHION SHOW
AUCTION
Thursday, May 5th
Bleckley Station, Anderson
10:30 am - 12:30 pm

SPACE IS LIMITED
**CLICK CODE BELOW TO
VIEW AUCTION & BID ONLINE
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Benefiting children living with
"different-abilities"
and special needs at

brain to either prevent or delay
any Alzheimer’s symptoms in
patients. The goal is always to
prevent. We’d love to see this
come to fruition, with this new
study drug, with either slowing
the progression of the buildup
of these proteins or eliminate
them altogether.”
The trial looks for individuals between the ages of fifty-five
to eighty who do not have
any symptoms of Alzheimer’s,
dementia, or cognitive issues.
Each person who receives the
initial blood testing will get their
results, whether or not they
decide to participate in the trial.
Area psychiatrist Dr. Taral
Sharma practices in Anderson and
Seneca and has a new location
opening soon in Greenville. He and
his team are an integral part of the
trial. In addition to performing the
screening process for all potential
participants, he will monitor these
individuals throughout the program’s entirety.
Dr. Sharma credits office man-

ager Drew Hedden for undertaking
the massive task of the coordination
and administrative requirements
of the trial. Dr. Sharma has been
impacted by Alzheimer’s in his personal life, with a dear family member suffering from the illness.
The evaluation process consists
of multiple stages, with Dr. Sharma
and his team involved in every step.
A blood test will follow an initial
questionnaire. Those with a presence of the biomarker who wish
to proceed will then have an MRI
that establishes a baseline for comparison over the length of the trial.
Next, the patient will receive a physical evaluation from Dr. Sharma,
who will explain all of the details
of the program so potential participants can be fully informed to make
their decision. There is no charge
for the patient.
Individuals interested in learning
more about the trial or being evaluated should visit www.testforalz.com
or call 617-663-0722 for additional
information and a form to initiate
the process.
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Seeds, shovels, and soil…oh my!
Spring is the perfect time of year to get
your family outdoors and planting seeds!
Gardening is a great way to keep your children busy, curious, and
learning throughout the
spring season, and many
future seasons to follow!
Here are a few tips
to consider as you make
your gardening plans:
The smaller the kids,
the larger the seeds
should be. You want to
make sure they are big
Katie Laughridge enough for small fingers
to handle. Some great
seeds to plant are peas,
beans, sunflowers, nasturtium, and squash.
These plants will germinate and grow quickly,
which makes them interesting for any kid
to watch! A sandbox-sized planting area is
perfect for younger kids. Be sure to give them
their own sturdy, child-sized tools, and expect
them to get wet and dirty! Gardening is a fun,
but messy task.
Let your child outline the borders of your
garden area with rocks and define the paths
with stepping-stones or mulch. This will
clearly define what is “garden” and what is not.
Have them create plant tags, using pictures
for non-readers and words for readers. Think
about using material that won’t ruin when it
gets wet. You could laminate the tags or use

permanent marker and popsicle sticks.
Be sure to give your young gardeners a
pint-sized watering can to use so they don’t
over-water their young thriving plants with a
hose. You can buy these at Target, Walmart,
or Lowes!
Older kids might also enjoy planning their
garden using a “theme” – such as a “pizza garden”, “salsa garden,” or one with rainbow-colored vegetables!
There are lots of fun things in the garden
to share with kids. One interesting, but also
important thing to do, is to point out and identify bugs- explaining which are the good guys
and which are the bad guys! Another creative
idea is allowing your kids to personalize their
growing pumpkins by scratching their names
on the skin of the young fruits, and then watching their names grow as the pumpkins mature.
Planting a garden can also be educational!
Encouraging your young child to read the
instructions on the seed packet to figure out
how deep and far apart to plant the seeds is an
excellent learning experience. This is a great
way to teach them how to “read-to-learn.” The
more involved they are, the more committed
they are likely to be.
Above all, don’t worry about perfection;
gardening is a learn-as-you-go, trial and error
thing, with experience being the best teacher!
The point is to make it a fun, family-oriented,
learning experience.
Happy gardening to you and your family!

THE BREW
“BUSINESS
IDEAS WITH
COMMUNITY
FEEDBACK.”

JOIN US!
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 8 AM
FREE BREAKFAST AND COFFEE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICES
102 N. MURRAY AVE.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

For more information visit
www.facebook.com/downtownanderson or
email cgaddis@cityofandersonsc.com
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T.L. HANNA YELLOW JACKETS

Struggling Yellow Jackets trying to keep
hopes alive for postseason appearance
BY BRU NIMMONS

ANDERSON — With the regular
season nearing a close, the T.L Hanna
High School softball team is doing all
it can to keep its playoff hopes alive
after going 1-3 in its last four games.
For the second time on the season,
the Yellow Jackets played Woodmont
on April 8 hoping to pick up their second region win against the Wildcats.
However, the Wildcats proved to
be too tough a task, as they lit up the
Jackets to the tune of 15 runs in a
15-5 win.
After the loss and a 10-day break,
Hanna hoped to get back on track as

it traveled to Belton-Honea Path in a
non-region
game. The
Yellow
Jackets got big
days from Jada
Sanders and
Addie Glenn
in the batter’s
box, but gave up
two many runs
for the second
straight
game in an
11-5 loss.
Returning to region play, the Yellow

Jackets traveled to Mauldin on April
20 with a
chance to
take possession of fourth
place in Region
I-5A. Behind a
commanding day
from Bell Rainey
on the mound,
the Yellow
Jackets managed
to pull out
a 7-1 win
to move
into prime position for a playoff spot.

After taking down the Mavericks,
Hanna faced its toughest test of
the stretch against the sixth-ranked
Hillcrest Rams. Hillcrest dominated Hanna early, with Georgia Lieb
striking out eight of the first nine
Hanna batters. By the time the
Jackets finally got on the board in the
fifth inning, it was too little, too late
as they fell 9-3.
With just three games left in the
regular season, the Yellow Jackets will
travel to Woodmont and J.L. Mann
for region games before finishing the
year against against cross-town rival
Westside.

WESTSIDE RAMS

After tough out-of-state spring break
trip, Westside sets sights on playoffs
BY BRU NIMMONS

ANDERSON — Just a little more
than a week away from the start of the
playoffs, the Westside High School
baseball team is coming off an out-ofstate trip and a region split as it turns
its eyes toward the postseason.
The Rams began their latest stretch
of games traveling to Tri Cities, Tenn.,
for some out-of-state action during
their Spring Break. The Rams went
1-2 on the trip.
Opening up with West Ridge High
School, the Rams fell behind early,
battling back and tying the game in
the sixth inning on an RBI single by
Tyler Scott. Despite the comeback,
Westside couldn’t come out with

20

the win as a Ram error in the eighth
inning allowed
West Ridge to
pull out the 6-5
win.
Looking to
bounce back,
the Rams took
on DobynsBennett High
School the
next morning. Another
nailbiting
effort, neither
team could
take control,
with the game going to extras tied at
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4-4. Unlike their previous game, the
Rams were
able to come
out on top in
extras when
Jaxon Thomas
brought home
Camden
Crosby in the
ninth inning
for a 5-4 win.
Later that
day, Westside
played Karns in
its final game
of the out-ofstate stretch.
The Rams gave up two early runs in

the first and never found their footing
in the batter’s box, with just two hits
as they fell 9-1.
Returning to South Carolina,
Westside hosted Travelers Rest on
April 20. In a pitching duel between
Westside’s Ethan Barbee and TR’s
Christian Nielson, the Devildogs prevailed as Nielson gave up just one hit
on the evening in a 4-1 win.
Two days later, the Rams hoped
to return the favor as they traveled
to Travelers Rest and did just that in
a 9-2 win. Thomas and Mikey Scott
had big days at the plate, each picking
up a home run and three RBIs as the
Rams managed to add the huge region
win.

